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I. INTRODUCTION

If the 1990s can reasonably be referred to as the “registration decade” with regard to sex-offender statutes, then the first decade of the twenty-first century could accurately be considered the “tracking decade.” Since 2005, an increasing number of states have expanded their registration programs to allow for various degrees of electronic monitoring of sex offenders to deal with the dangers that post-incarceration sex offenders pose to their communities. As the Supreme Court has repeatedly stated, “Sex offenders are a serious threat in this Nation.” At least as far as the Court is concerned, there is no doubt that sex offenders, once released back into our communities, pose a significant danger of recommitting the crimes that led to their incarceration in the first place. Especially when dealing with sexual predators who target children, the public seems to want nothing more than to “lock ‘em up and throw away the key.”

The trend in the law has been to place sex offenders into a form of “internal exile” upon release from prison, restricting their rights in
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various ways “that exclude them from major aspects of society.”\(^6\) The use of global positioning system (GPS) tracking on post-incarceration sex offenders is the latest manifestation of this internal exile, allowing the government to know where an offender is at all times. Yet, there are privacy issues and other limitations inherent in the use of GPS tracking of sex offenders that undoubtedly lead to an invasion of their individual rights and are much more intrusive than registration alone.\(^7\) Unlike registration requirements, which render a sex offender’s status openly available only to those people searching for it, an external GPS device on an offender’s ankle or belt can reveal this information to the public wherever the offender goes.\(^8\)

The U.S. Supreme Court has already affirmed the constitutionality of registration requirements,\(^9\) but the constitutionality of this new plethora of sex-offender tracking statutes has yet to be tested. The Court upheld registration requirements as a “civil regulatory scheme” to notify the public about the threat of sex-offender recidivism and not as a punitive measure,\(^10\) but GPS tracking is much more restrictive. This Comment seeks to restore the balance between the rights of the individual sex offender and the security interest of society by examining the arguments on both sides of the issue and ultimately proposing a model statute that would survive constitutional review.

The proliferation of GPS-tracking statutes started out the same way as most sex-offender legislation:\(^11\) a horrible crime was committed
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\(^7\) See Commonwealth v. Cory, 911 N.E.2d 187, 196–97 (Mass. 2009) (explaining that a lifetime GPS-tracking requirement is “dramatically more intrusive and burdensome” than registration only).

\(^8\) See Doe v. Bredesen, 507 F.3d 998, 1011–12 (6th Cir. 2007) (Keith, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (explaining that wearing a “relatively large satellite monitoring device[1]” is similar to having a police escort following the offender wherever he goes and acts as “a modern day scarlet letter” (internal quotation marks omitted)).

\(^9\) See Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84, 105–06 (2003) (holding that Alaska’s sex offender registration law is non-punitive and does not violate the Ex Post Facto clause of the U.S. Constitution); Conn. Dep’t of Pub. Safety v. Doe, 538 U.S. 1, 6–7 (2003) (holding that Connecticut’s sex offender law does not violate the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment even if registration does cause injury to reputation).

\(^10\) Smith, 538 U.S. at 105–06.

\(^11\) See Whitman Latest to Urge Laws on Notices of Sex Offenders, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 6, 1994, at 24 (describing the push for Megan’s Law after the rape and murder of seven-year-old Megan Kanka by a convicted sex offender); Editorial, Keeping Track of Child Molesters, ATLANTA J. & CONST., Jan. 6, 1994, at A10 (describing the push for the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children Registration Act (Jacob Wetterling Act) after the kidnapping of 11-year-old Jacob Wetterling).
against a child and prompted legislators to take action. Jessica Lunsford, a name that is associated with many of these statutes, was a nine-year-old girl in Homosassa, Florida, who was kidnapped, raped, and murdered by a registered sex offender in 2005. Even though her murderer was a registered sex offender who had been jailed previously for four years for exhibiting indecent behavior in front of a kindergartner, he was still able to get a job working at Jessica’s school on a construction project. His criminal record was never checked, and that gave him the opportunity to victimize Jessica, ultimately burying her under his motor home only 150 yards away from Jessica’s parents’ home.

The Jessica Lunsford case created a public outcry that registration for post-incarceration sex offenders was not enough; in response, Florida State Representative Charles Dean drafted the original “Jessica Lunsford Act” to allow real-time tracking by GPS of violent sex offenders. A few different variations of this initial statute have been written, and this Comment will not be limited to the original statute; rather it will focus on the developing body of law across the nation as a whole. These new statutes are merely part of the increasingly harsh treatment that sex offenders face when they finish their prison sentences, and one question that has yet to be asked is whether forcing a sex offender to wear a tracking device for decades, or even for the rest of his life, goes too far.

This Comment will examine the broad array of sex-offender tracking statutes and the question of whether such laws would survive
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17 Please note that this Comment will focus on the effect that such statutes have on post-incarceration sex offenders who have already served their time in prison and have been forced to wear a GPS tracking device after their release back into society. There are additional situations, such as house arrest prior to trial as a condition of bail, that may also lead to the utilization of GPS-tracking or similar technologies, but such situations are outside of the scope of this Comment.
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19 Please note that this Comment will use male pronouns, but this in no way indicates that all sex offenders are male or that the GPS-tracking statutes could not equally apply to female offenders.
Supreme Court scrutiny if their constitutionality is challenged. Part II will review the various statutory models, providing a general survey of which states have such electronic-monitoring capability and how slight differences in statutory wording or construction can have a large constitutional impact. Part III will provide an overview of the various arguments against the constitutionality of GPS-tracking statutes and the numerous ways in which these statutes restrict sex offenders’ rights. Part IV will examine the constitutional arguments of the opposing side, which tends to view such restrictions as reasonable limitations on the rights of sexual predators. Part V will deliver this Comment’s findings and propose several ways in which the various states can amend their current statutes in order for these statutes to survive constitutional challenges. For example, such statutes should (1) be based on an individualized risk assessment, (2) should not be applied retroactively, and (3) should not provide usable evidence when an offender is within a protected area. Lastly, Part VI will propose a model statute that would be likely pass constitutional review.

II. STATUTORY MODELS

Forty-one states and the District of Columbia allow some form of electronic monitoring of sex offenders, but the laws vary greatly as to how they are written and applied.\textsuperscript{20} Even though there are a few distinct models that can be used to group together similar states, there are also states that have gone in different directions from the Florida Model, the California Model, or the Massachusetts Model. Florida,\textsuperscript{21} California,\textsuperscript{22} and Massachusetts\textsuperscript{23} are considered the main statutory models for this Comment because they were the first three states to enact a detailed statutory scheme for sex-offender GPS tracking and because many states follow these models. A few states, however, have departed from these three main approaches.\textsuperscript{24} In addition, there has been some federal action in this area of law,\textsuperscript{25} and there are still nine states where sex offenders are tracked solely through the registration laws in force.\textsuperscript{26} Part II is a survey of the laws’ similarities, differences, and approaches to various problems that post-incarceration sex offenders pose.

\textsuperscript{20} See discussion infra Parts II.A--D.
\textsuperscript{21} See discussion infra Part II.A.
\textsuperscript{22} See discussion infra Part II.B.
\textsuperscript{23} See discussion infra Part II.C.
\textsuperscript{24} See discussion infra Part II.D.
\textsuperscript{25} See discussion infra Part II.E.
\textsuperscript{26} See discussion infra Part II.D.2.
A. The Florida Model

On May 2, 2005, the Florida governor approved the original statute drafted by Representative Dean, dubbed the "Jessica Lunsford Act," less than three months after Jessica originally went missing.\(^{27}\) In response to the public perception that registration alone was not enough to prevent sexual predators from committing heinous crimes, the new statute required heightened “community control” supervision for those sex offenders who were deemed a threat.\(^{28}\) The Act required the Department of Corrections to develop a “graduated risk assessment” to identify those sex offenders who pose a heightened risk of recidivism by December 1, 2005.\(^{29}\)

The law imposed different treatment for violent sex offenders depending on the date that the crime was committed.\(^{30}\) If the offender committed any one of specific crimes\(^{31}\) on or after October 1, 1997, but prior to September 1, 2005, it was within the court’s discretion whether to submit him to electronic monitoring.\(^{32}\) For any offender who committed those same crimes on or after September 1, 2005, however, the court was required to order “mandatory electronic monitoring as a condition of the probation or community-control supervision.”\(^{33}\) For certain sex offenders who preyed on children, the court was no longer allowed to impose leniency because the state was now required to know where they were at any moment while under community supervision.\(^{34}\)

Although the Florida statute was very clear that mandatory tracking was required only for offenses committed after the statute’s effective date, the legislature enacted another statute at the same time to bring a significant number of sex offenders whose crimes were committed prior to September 1, 2005, within the electronic-monitoring

\(^{28}\) Id. § 948.061.
\(^{29}\) Id. § 948.061(1).
\(^{30}\) Id. § 948.30(2).
\(^{31}\) Id. §§ 800.04, 827.071, 847.0135(5), 847.0145 (allowing the use of post-incarceration GPS tracking for the following offenses: “Lewd or lascivious offenses committed upon or in the presence of persons less than 16 years of age,” “sexual performance by a child,” prohibited “computer transmissions” with a child, and the “selling or buying of minors”). In comparison with other states like California, see discussion infra Part II.B, the Florida law limits GPS tracking to very few crimes focusing exclusively on the abuse or exploitation of minors.
\(^{32}\) Id. § 948.30(2) (emphasis added).
\(^{34}\) See id. § 948.11(6) (requiring “a system that actively monitors and identifies the offender’s location”).
mandate if they committed any violation of their probation or parole. 35 In *State v. Petrae*, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth District found that the trial court was required to order electronic monitoring of an offender who committed “lewd or lascivious battery” by having sex with a thirteen-year-old girl in November 2003 and then violated his probation in 2006. 36 The court pointed out the irony in the fact that it would be within the trial court’s authority to end the probation altogether, but while the probation was in effect, the court had no discretion to modify the electronic-monitoring mandate for probation violators. 37

This wide net for probation violations does not need to be triggered by a new sex offense. A court may impose mandatory electronic monitoring even if a person previously designated as a “sexual predator” commits a probation violation that has nothing to do with the aforementioned sexual offenses. 38 In *State v. Lacayo*, the offender was designated a sexual predator in 1999 39 but violated probation by fleeing a police officer in 2005, a violation that the trial court did not believe could trigger electronic monitoring. 40 The appeals court reversed, holding that any probation violation for a person previously designated to be a sexual predator, whether the probation violation was sexual or not, was enough to trigger mandatory electronic monitoring. 41

*Fields v. State* yielded a similar result in a situation where the offender had committed her crime in 1999 and then violated her subsequent probation by driving habitually with a suspended license in 2006. 42 Even though the probation violation had nothing to do with her original offense and was not even remotely sexual in nature, the courts were required to grant the motion for electronic monitoring. 43 There is no room for judicial discretion once a sex offender who has committed in the past one of the enumerated crimes violates probation in any way, and this wide net is being used to justify the GPS tracking of many sex offenders regardless of how long ago they com-
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40 Id.
41 Id. at 387.
42 968 So. 2d 1032, 1033 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007).
43 Id. at 1033–34.
mitted their crime. This retroactivity was built into the Florida Model, and the state is very quick to use it at the earliest opportunity.\footnote{See, e.g., Lacayo, 8 So. 3d at 387; Fields, 968 So. 2d at 1033.}

In other cases, the courts have not yielded to the state’s rush to sweep prior offenders into the mandatory electronic monitoring program under the probation-violation exception. In \textit{Bell v. State}, an offender was accused of violating a condition that the probation officer had added after the original court-ordered probation was set up, immediately pushing the state to file a request for mandatory electronic monitoring.\footnote{24 So. 3d 712, 713–14 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2009).} The court held that the officer was not allowed to impose additional conditions and then attempt to move for electronic monitoring when the offender had not violated any of the court’s conditions for probation.\footnote{Id. at 714.} \textit{Bell} is a good example of the state’s readiness to pursue electronic monitoring for sex offenders who trip up on their probation without any judicial discretion to protect the offender’s interests.

Courts have shown ample confusion in the application of the Florida sex-offender-tracking statutes, and this confusion does not always stem from a court trying to use discretion where mandatory electronic monitoring is required. On a number of occasions, trial courts have been under the impression that electronic monitoring was mandatory in cases in which it was actually discretionary.\footnote{See, e.g., Burrell v. State, 993 So. 2d 998, 999 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007) (“However, in this case, the trial court was under the mistaken impression that it was required to impose the electronic monitoring under the Act. The court stated at the hearing that the proposed reinstatement of probation ‘is a GPS mandatory.’”).} This has led appeals courts to repeatedly insist on an individual assessment of an offender’s risk to the community if his crime was committed before September 1, 2005.\footnote{Id.} In \textit{Burrell v. State}, for example, the offender committed lewd battery on a child in 2002, prior to the effective date of the Jessica Lunsford Act.\footnote{Id.} Even though the Department of Corrections and the courts had discretion to decide whether Burrell required electronic monitoring, the trial court imposed monitoring without any risk assessment, mistakenly assuming that it was mandatory under Florida Criminal Code section 984.30.\footnote{Id.} The appeals court reversed and remanded, holding that where the statute gives the courts discretion, the offender deserves an individual assessment of

\begin{footnotes}
\item[44] See, e.g., Lacayo, 8 So. 3d at 387; Fields, 968 So. 2d at 1033.
\item[46] Id. at 714.
\item[47] See, e.g., Burrell v. State, 993 So. 2d 998, 999 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2007) (“However, in this case, the trial court was under the mistaken impression that it was required to impose the electronic monitoring under the Act. The court stated at the hearing that the proposed reinstatement of probation ‘is a GPS mandatory.’”).
\item[48] Id.
\item[49] Id.
\item[50] Id.
\end{footnotes}
whether electronic monitoring is required.\textsuperscript{51} For anyone who committed the applicable crime on or after September 1, 2005, however, no individualized review is required; the court must impose electronic monitoring for the term of the offender’s probation.

Fourteen states have adopted the Florida Model, requiring electronic monitoring when an offender who committed an enumerated crime is on probation after incarceration.\textsuperscript{55} Each of these states enacted some form of mandatory electronic monitoring for sex offenders on probation, but there are subtle differences. For example, Alabama’s statute is very close to the Florida statute, requiring anyone adjudicated to be a “sexually violent predator” to be subject to electronic monitoring.\textsuperscript{54} Alabama actually goes one step further than Florida, though, not only requiring anyone who commits certain crimes to automatically be electronically monitored upon release from incarceration but also mandating that such electronic monitoring be in effect for a minimum of ten years, a specification that Florida did not enact.\textsuperscript{55} Although differences exist, the statutes of these fourteen states are similar enough to the original Jessica’s Law to fall under the larger categorization of the Florida Model.

The Florida Model, which requires electronic monitoring during the probation period based not upon the individual’s threat of reoffending but on the crime committed, is the most prevalent form of sex-offender electronic-monitoring statutory model. This is likely due to the fact that the Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act of 2006,\textsuperscript{56} a federal law providing state grants for sex-offender elec-

\textsuperscript{51} Id. at 1000.
\textsuperscript{52} FLA. STAT. ANN. § 948.30(3) (LexisNexis 2010).
\textsuperscript{54} ALA. CODE § 15-20-26.1 (LexisNexis 2010).
\textsuperscript{55} Id. § 15-20-26.1(c).
tronic-monitoring programs that meet minimum requirements, was modeled after the Florida statute.\textsuperscript{57}

B. The California Model

One of the harshest statutory models enacted thus far is the California sex offender tracking statute. Known as the Sexual Predator Punishment and Control Act: Jessica’s Law (SPPCA), the statute was approved by California voters as Proposition 83 in 2006.\textsuperscript{58} Governor Schwarzenegger then approved the SPPCA on September 20, 2006, and the sections which were deemed to be “urgent” went into effect immediately while the “[n]on-urgen[t]” provisions went into effect on January 1, 2007.\textsuperscript{59} A clear illustration of the punitive effect that the SPPCA was meant to have on sex offenders is evident from the bill’s name on the ballot initiative: Sex Offenders. Sexually Violent Predators. Punishment, Residence Restrictions and Monitoring. Initiative Statute.\textsuperscript{60}

The bill required the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation to assess “every eligible person who is incarcerated or on parole for the risk of reoffending” by using the State-Authorized Risk Assessment Tool for Sex Offenders (SARATSO).\textsuperscript{61} The enacted statute mandated lifetime electronic monitoring by GPS for any offender who committed certain offenses, without any reference to the date that the offense was actually committed.\textsuperscript{62} Unlike the Florida Model, which is very specific as to the date ranges within which discretionary and mandatory electronic monitoring is triggered,\textsuperscript{63} the California Model makes no mention of any retroactive application, and leaves it to the courts to decipher legislative intent.

The mandatory lifetime GPS monitoring applies to anyone convicted in any jurisdiction of a much broader list of offenses as soon as he is released on parole.\textsuperscript{64} Needless to say, the California Model is

\textsuperscript{57} See discussion infra Part II.E.2.

\textsuperscript{58} People v. Milligan, 83 Cal. Rptr. 3d 550, 554 (Cal. Ct. App. 2008).

\textsuperscript{59} 2006 Cal. Legis. Serv. Ch. 336 (West).

\textsuperscript{60} 2006 Cal. Legis. Serv. Prop. 83 (West)(emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{61} 2006 Cal. Legis. Serv. Ch. 336 (West).

\textsuperscript{62} CAL. PENAL CODE § 3004 (Deering 2010) (effective Nov. 8, 2006).

\textsuperscript{63} See supra notes 30, 32–33 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{64} The commission of the following offenses requires post-incarceration GPS-tracking: murder “committed in the perpetration, or an attempt to perpetrate, rape,” CAL. PENAL CODE § 290(c) (Deering 2010), sodomy, Id. § 286, lewd or lascivious acts, Id. § 288, oral copulation involving children, Id. § 288(a), penetration by a foreign object involving children, Id. § 289, kidnapping, Id. § 207, “kidnapping for gain or to commit robbery or rape,” Id. § 209, if the intent was to violate any of the previously
much broader than the Florida Model, encompassing many more criminal acts. While the Florida Model allows court discretion for acts committed prior to September 1, 2005, the California Model removes all judicial discretion from the equation, mandating GPS monitoring for life for a much broader list of offenses. In essence, since section 290(c) of the California Penal Code applies to any convictions since July 1, 1944, courts could have interpreted section 3004(b), as written, to require lifetime GPS tracking of someone who was incarcerated for making a lewd telephone call to a minor in 1944. In addition, the offender being tracked is required to pay for any costs associated with his monitoring by the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation. This is the broadest and harshest of the sex-offender statutory models.

The California legislators initially left open the possibility of the GPS-tracking requirement applying to crimes committed at the end of World War II, but the California courts have since closed off any possibility of retroactive application. In People v. Milligan, an offender was originally required to register in 1987 and challenged additional conditions placed on him retroactively as violating the ex post facto provisions in the United States and the California Constitutions. The court made a clear distinction between statutory provisions that were punitive in nature and those that were “a regulatory scheme that is civil and nonpunitive.” Although the court found that DNA sampling and registration requirements were not punitive

listed sections plus “[r]ape, duress, or menace,” Id. § 261, voluntarily aiding or abetting a person in committing these acts, Id. § 264.1, “[a]ssault with intent to commit mayhem or specified sex offenses, Id. § 220, [a]ssault of a person under 18 years of age with intent to commit specified sex offenses,” Id., excluding “assault to commit mayhem,” Id. § 243.3, various aforementioned offenses involving the use of force or violence, Id. § 290(c), “any offense involving lewd or lascivious conduct,” Id., while “contributing to delinquency of [a] minor,” or “[l]uring [a] minor under 14 away from home,” Id. § 272, or any felony violation involving the sending of “harmful matter to [a] minor by telephone messages, electronic mail, Internet, or commercial online service,” Id. § 288.2. In addition, the statute covers “any statutory predecessor that includes all elements” of any of the enumerated penal code sections, or conspiracy to commit any of the listed offenses. Id. § 290(c).

See supra notes 30, 32–33 and accompanying text.

See supra note 32 and accompanying text.

See supra note 64.

CAL. PENAL CODE § 3004 (c) (Deering 2010).


Milligan, 83 Cal. Rptr. 3d at 553–54.

Id. at 555 (quoting Smith v. Doe, 538 U.S. 84 (2003)).
in nature, the court did not address the issue whether the GPS-tracking requirement was punitive because the Attorney General conceded that the law only operated prospectively and not retroactively, which made the point moot.\textsuperscript{73}

A similar case attacking the statute’s retroactive application, \textit{Doe v. Schwarzenegger} was a multiple-plaintiff case in which various sex offenders challenged the constitutionality of the state’s attempt to apply the SPPCA retroactively on the same grounds as in \textit{Milligan}.\textsuperscript{74} One plaintiff, referred to as “John Doe I,” had originally committed a crime requiring registration twenty years earlier and was later jailed and paroled for not following the registration requirements.\textsuperscript{75} After his release, he obtained approval from the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation to live at a location that was within 2,000 feet of several neighborhood parks, which was not a crime until the SPPCA imposed harsh residency requirements along with the GPS-tracking requirement.\textsuperscript{76} In October 2006, when Proposition 83 seemed likely to pass, he received a letter mandating that he move away from the parks to comply with the new statute.\textsuperscript{77} The other two “John Does” were in similar circumstances, which required them to leave their homes because of the state’s attempt to apply the SPPCA retroactively.\textsuperscript{78} The district court found that the SPPCA could not apply retroactively because the statute did not expressly state the legislature’s intent that it be applied not solely prospectively, and therefore, the plaintiffs were not required to move in order to comply with the new law.\textsuperscript{79} Even though the courts have definitively held that the California statute only applies prospectively, it is still the strictest of the sex-offender tracking-statute models passed in the last decade.

Seven states have endorsed the California Model and mandate lifetime electronic monitoring for various classes of sex offenders.\textsuperscript{80}

\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 554.
\textsuperscript{74} Doe, 476 F. Supp. 2d 1178.
\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 1179.
\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 1179–80.
\textsuperscript{77} Id. at 1180.
\textsuperscript{78} Id.
\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 1181–82.
As with the Florida Model,\(^{81}\) while this category does encompass those states that require mandatory lifetime monitoring of certain sex offenders, there are differences beyond this core similarity. For example, in Georgia there is a slight difference with the California Model in that there is an individual assessment for how likely it is that the offender will strike another child, but once a person is deemed a “sexually dangerous predator,” he is required to wear a GPS tracking device for the rest of his natural life.\(^{82}\)

In Maryland, a sex-offender-tracking statute similar to the California Model applies to various crimes committed on or after October 1, 2010.\(^{83}\) Even though there is no specific date of applicability in the California Model, the Maryland statute can accurately be included under the California Model category because it requires lifetime GPS monitoring based on the crime committed, not the specific individualized threat of recidivism.\(^{84}\) Michigan adopted the California Model but focused on the age of the offender and the victim, triggering lifetime electronic monitoring if certain crimes are committed when the offender is at least seventeen and the victim is less than thirteen.\(^{85}\) Missouri requires lifetime monitoring for offenders who have committed certain crimes\(^{86}\) but adds a unique provision that allows a court to terminate lifetime electronic monitoring when the offender has reached the age of sixty-five.\(^{87}\) Even with these differences, the California Model is the second most prevalent statutory scheme, likely because the harsher requirements are more popular with a public who, as stated before, wants to “lock [sex offenders] up and throw away the key.”\(^{88}\)

C. The Massachusetts Model

A third main model of sex-offender-tracking statutes is the Massachusetts Model, which allows judicial discretion when determining an individual’s length of probation, but then requires GPS tracking for the entire probationary period for certain sexual crimes.\(^{89}\) The original bill made sweeping changes to Massachusetts’s laws regard-

\(^{81}\) See supra notes 53–55 and accompanying text.
\(^{82}\) GA. CODE ANN. § 42-1-14(e) (2011).
\(^{84}\) Id. § 11-723(a).
\(^{87}\) Id. § 559.106(4).
\(^{88}\) Friedman, supra note 2, at 12.
ing sex-offender monitoring and punishments and was approved on September 21, 2006, the day after the California statute was signed into law. Under Massachusetts law, a sex-offender registry board was created to keep track of any sex-offender registry information, maintain compliance with the requirements of the Jacob Wetterling Act, and classify the public threat that each sex offender poses to the community. The board is required to classify each sex offender on a scale ranging from level one offenders (“risk of reoffense is low”) up to level three offenders (“risk of reoffense is high”). The board then works with the sentencing court to determine the appropriate probationary period for the individual offender, an element of judicial discretion that is lacking in the California Model.

The sex-offender tracking statute then applies as a mandatory condition of probation to offenders who committed an enumerated crime. Similarly to the scope of the California Model, this is a
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90 2006 Mass. Legis. Serv. 303 (West).
91 MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 6, § 178D (2011).
93 MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 6, § 178L (2011).
94 Id. §§ 178K(2)(a).
95 Id. §§ 178K(2)(c).
96 Id. § 178K(1).
97 See discussion supra Part II.B.
98 The commission of the following offenses required GPS-tracking during the probationary period, MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 6, § 178C (2011): “indecent assault and battery on a child under 14,” MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 265, § 13B (2011); “indecent assault and battery on a mentally retarded person,” Id. § 13F, “indecent assault and battery on a person age 14 or over,” Id. § 13H, rape, Id. § 22, “rape of a child under 16 with force,” Id. § 22A, “rape and abuse of a child,” Id. § 23, “assault with intent to commit rape,” MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 265, § 24 (2011), “assault of a child with intent to commit rape,” Id. § 24B, “kidnapping of a child,” Id. § 26, “enticing a child under the age of 16 for the purposes of committing a crime,” Id. § 26C, “enticing away a person for prostitution or sexual intercourse,” MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 272, § 2 (2011), “drugging persons for sexual intercourse,” Id. § 3, “inducing a minor into prostitution,” Id. § 4A; “living off or sharing earnings of a minor prostitute,” Id. § 4B, “second and subsequent adjudication or conviction for open and gross lewdness and lascivious behavior,” Id. § 16, “incestuous marriage or intercourse,” Id. § 17, “disseminating to a minor matter harmful to a minor,” Id. § 28, “posing or exhibiting a child in a state of nudity,” Id. § 29A, “dissemination of visual material of a child in a state of nudity or sexual conduct,” Id. § 29B, “possession of child pornography,” Id. § 29C, “unnatural or lascivious acts with a child under 16,” Id. § 35A, “aggravated rape,” MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 277, § 39 (2011), any of the aforementioned offenses involving a child, MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 6, § 178C (2011), any of the aforementioned offenses that is categorized as a “sexually violent offense” under Massachusetts law, Id., and any attempt to commit any of the enumerated sex offenses or a “like violation” under another jurisdiction’s laws, Id.
99 See supra note 64 and accompanying text.
broad category of crimes, some of which do not involve any physical contact with a child, but any of the offenses that require a period of probation or community supervision as decided by the sentencing board also mandate a GPS tracker for the probationary period. \(^{100}\) In addition, the probationer must pay “[t]he fees incurred by installing, maintaining and operating the global positioning system device, or comparable device.” \(^ {101}\)

Aside from helping to determine the necessary period of probation, the sex-offender registry board must also determine the “defined geographic exclusion zones including, but not limited to, the areas in and around the victim’s residence, place of employment and school and other areas defined to minimize the probationer’s contact with children, if applicable.” \(^{102}\) If the tracked offender enters any of the excluded zones, the police is notified and the offender is arrested. \(^ {103}\) This is a unique specification in the Massachusetts statute because the Florida and the California Models do not specify how the transmitted tracking data will be used.

Unlike the California Model which mandates lifetime tracking based on the crime committed, under the Massachusetts Model, the judiciary has discretion regarding the length of the probationary period, which is determined on an individualized basis. \(^ {104}\) But, such discretion evaporates if the offender fails to comply with his sex-offender registration requirements. \(^ {105}\) Similar to Florida’s probation-violation provision, \(^ {106}\) the Massachusetts registration-violation provision mandates “community parole supervision” for life, depending on the offense originally committed and the number of times the offender has violated his registration requirements. \(^ {107}\) Anyone placed on lifetime parole must also wear a GPS device “for the length of his parole,” which has the same effect as mandating lifetime GPS tracking for an offender who violates his registration requirements, even though it is split into two different statutes. \(^ {108}\) The judicial discretion to control the period of probation is thus nullified if the sex offender does not


\(^{101}\) Id.

\(^{102}\) Id.

\(^{103}\) Id.

\(^{104}\) See discussion supra Part II.B.


\(^{106}\) See supra notes 35–46 and accompanying text.


comply with his registration requirements under the Massachusetts Model.

Unlike the Florida and the California Models, which base their application on the date on which the crime was committed, the courts have interpreted the Massachusetts statute to focus on the date on which the probation was sentenced, which makes the actual date of the crime irrelevant. In Commonwealth v. Cory, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts read the phrase “is placed on probation” strictly and held that, even if the crime was committed prior to the effective date of the statute, it was the date on which the offender was placed on probation that was important. This interpretation brings more sex offenders within the ambit of the statute because sometimes there can be a long period of time between the actual commission of a crime and the imposition of probation or parole as a result of that crime. For example, even if an applicable crime was committed in 1990, if probation was not imposed until December 21, 2006, the day after the tracking statute went into effect, the offender would be required to wear the GPS tracker for at least the probationary period, but possibly for the rest of his life.

The Massachusetts courts have also been much more ready to accept the true punitive nature of GPS sex-offender tracking than other courts. In the court’s opinion, the physically attachment of a GPS device to a person’s body was a “serious, affirmative restraint” on the wearer especially because it has to remain attached for years and may not be tampered with. In addition, the court found that the continuous tracking data that the GPS device releases is “an affirmative burden on liberty.” Although the issue in Cory was whether or not the probationary GPS-tracking requirement could be ap-
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109 FLA. STAT. ANN. § 948.30(2) (LexisNexis 2011); see People v. Milligan, 83 Cal. Rptr. 3d 550, 561 (Cal. Ct. App. 2008) (explaining that in California the court’s interpretation focuses on whether the crime was permitted before the effective date when any indication of retroactive application is not present in the statute).
111 MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 265, § 47 (2010).
112 Cory, 911 N.E.2d at 191 n.6.
113 Compare id. at 196–97 (stating that a lifetime GPS-tracking requirement is “dramatically more intrusive and burdensome” when compared to registration only), with State v. Bowditch, No. 448PA09, 2010 N.C. LEXIS 741, at *30–31 (N.C. May 10, 2010) (finding that a GPS-tracking requirement, while having an impact on the offender, is not a criminal punishment when compared to disharmony or post-incarceration involuntary confinement because offenders are still allowed “to choose where they work and what type of occupation they pursue”).
114 Cory, 911 N.E.2d at 196–97.
115 Id.
plied retroactively, the case is instructive because the court held that the forced wearing of a GPS tracking device on its own was restrictive on the offender’s liberty when the Massachusetts tracking laws can require GPS tracking for the rest of an offender’s natural life under certain circumstances.116

*Commonwealth v. Thissell* is a good example of the various incidental ways that GPS tracking devices reduce the wearer’s rights.117 In *Thissell*, the offender was placed on probation in 2004 for various assaults on his wife.118 He violated his probation by contacting his wife while he was in prison in 2005, which resulted in an additional probationary condition of GPS monitoring.119 In 2007, a bench warrant was issued for the offender because he went to the beach and submerged the GPS device when swimming in the ocean.120 The electronic monitoring system used in Massachusetts “consists of two pieces of electronic equipment: an ankle bracelet, which is permanently attached to the probationer, and a GPS-enabled cellular telephone, which communicates with the ankle bracelet and transmits the probationer’s current location to the probation department.”121 A monitoring agent called the tracking cell phone to inform Thissell that he should not enter the water because it would damage the device that was permanently attached to his ankle.122 Even though the inability to swim in the ocean might not seem to be a significant limitation on the wearer’s rights, such limitations could also translate into a government order that the person shall not swim in the ocean or a pool or shall not submerge his ankle during a bath for the remainder of his life.

Out of the three main models, the Massachusetts Model gives the most judicial discretion because the judiciary is allowed to determine the requisite probationary period based on an individual assessment of the risk that a person poses to society. The individualized assessment is important because it allows tailoring of a probation period based on the actual risk that the offender poses to society, as op-

117 928 N.E.2d 932 (Mass. 2010).
118 Id. at 933.
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120 Id. at 934–35.
121 Id. at 933 n.1 (quoting *Commonwealth v. Raposo*, 905 N.E.2d 545, 546 (Mass. 2009)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
122 *Thissell*, 928 N.E.2d at 934.
posed to determining the probation period based on the overall threat that people who commit a specific crime generally pose to society as a whole. It is still a very strict statute, however. Given the wide range of offenses covered under the Massachusetts statute and the imposition of mandatory electronic monitoring of whatever probationary period the court deems just and proper, there are still a great number of people who will be tracked under this statute for the foreseeable future. The Massachusetts Model does represent a unique statutory model but it has not, to date, been enacted in any other jurisdiction.

D. The Hybrid Models

Florida, California, and Massachusetts were the first three states to enact detailed statutes for the GPS tracking of sex offenders, but not all states have followed their lead. Some have followed the federally mandated registration requirements only; others have adopted their own statutory solutions for the electronic monitoring of sex offenders.

1. States Without a Sex-Offender-Tracking Statute

Only nine U.S. jurisdictions have failed to implement some form of electronic monitoring since 2005. These nine states have continued to rely solely on registration laws to protect society from the danger of sex-offender recidivism. Even some of these jurisdictions, however, have expressed interest in the possibility of sex-offender GPS-tracking legislation. For example, two of these states, Indiana and Kansas, have undertaken feasibility studies to explore the possi-

123 See discussion supra Part ILA–C.
126 See statutes cited supra, note 124.
127 See statutes cited supra, note 125.
bility of implementing an electronic-monitoring sex-offender statute.\textsuperscript{128}

Indiana, while currently without an electronic monitoring statute, did implement a pilot program to assess the costs of tracking violent sex offenders by GPS.\textsuperscript{129} The Indiana Department of Correction (IDOC) explored the costs of active GPS tracking of violent sex offenders, and the report submitted to the legislative council discusses the positive and the negative findings from the pilot program.\textsuperscript{130} The IDOC found that the GPS technology was an asset for parole agents in keeping track of the parolees whom they were required to monitor and that the ability of agents to utilize the technology from laptops with wireless accessibility improved the agents’ mobility.\textsuperscript{131}

The IDOC report also found the following negative points with the technology: 1) poor utilization of police resources due to false alarms, 2) high costs of $15–$22 per offender, per day, 3) ankle bracelets are not actually permanent because they can be removed, 4) the GPS technology does not prevent crimes from occurring, 5) comparable results between GPS technology and traditional electronic monitoring technology, 6) logistical problems with monitoring homeless offenders, and 7) signal-reception issues with the technology.\textsuperscript{132} Since the report was issued, a GPS-tracking statute has not been enacted and there are no bills in the state legislature to implement such a system.

Kansas, likewise, created a Sex Offender Policy Board (SOPB)\textsuperscript{133} that explored the utilization of sex offender electronic monitoring and issued a report to the Kansas Criminal Justice Coordinating Council.\textsuperscript{134} The SOPB found that GPS-tracking technology should be utilized only selectively, for the worst offenders, by assessing the risk for each individual to determine who are the offenders who “pose the greatest risk to the community.”\textsuperscript{135} The board found that the technology, by itself, “will not change behavior and is not enough to pro-

\textsuperscript{129} See Ind. Dep’t of Corr., supra note 128.
\textsuperscript{130} Id.
\textsuperscript{131} Id.
\textsuperscript{132} Id.
\textsuperscript{134} Kan. Sex Offender Policy Bd., supra note 128.
\textsuperscript{135} Id. at 2.
vide security for the community.”

It also found most of the negative consequences of the GPS-tracking technology that the Indiana report noted. Like Indiana, Kansas has not implemented a GPS-tracking sex-offender statute; civil commitment is still the preferred method of dealing with dangerous sex offenders in Kansas. Such interest in the concept, however, shows that the remaining nine states without GPS-tracking of sex offenders may utilize some form of the technology as costs decrease and the devices become more reliable.

2. States with Discretionary Electronic Monitoring

Some states have enacted statutes that are entirely discretionary, allowing a court to impose electronic monitoring on those sex offenders who are determined to be a high risk on an individualized basis, but these states vary greatly in how and under what circumstances this discretion may be used. Six states have passed statutes that specifically address electronic monitoring and give judges much more discretion than the Florida, California, and Massachusetts Models. For example, Arkansas enacted a statute that only applies to “a sex offender determined to be a sexually violent predator” and requires electronic monitoring on an individual basis “for a period not less than ten (10) years” upon release. The “not less than” language in the Arkansas statute indicates that the court may impose a longer period of electronic monitoring, depending on the individualized risk assessment.

In Nevada, the Chief Parole and Probation Officer assesses the individual risk that a sex offender poses and has the discretion to recommend electronic monitoring for a period up to the offender’s natural life. New Jersey mandates that judges who sentence defendants convicted of certain sexual offenses require lifetime parole
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138 See discussion infra Part IV.B.


or community supervision and then gives judges full discretion to impose electronic monitoring as a “condition of discharge.” New York, in 2007, created an Office of Sex Offender Management to assess individualized sex offender risks, and it is within its discretion to use electronic monitoring as a “supervisory tool.” In addition, the courts also have discretion to impose electronic monitoring as a condition of probation when it would “advance public safety.” Tennessee and Washington place the responsibility for the individualized risk assessment on their respective boards of probation and parole and provide the boards with discretion to use electronic monitoring on high-risk offenders.

Other states never get that specific and allow GPS monitoring as a general “tool” that courts may implement as they see fit without specifying or mandating when it needs to be used with specific statutory guidelines. There are twelve jurisdictions where a vague electronic-monitoring condition is one tool that judges or probationary boards have within their sole discretion. Each of these states allow some circumstances under which electronic monitoring may be imposed on a post-incarceration sex offender without specifying how such a tool must be utilized. The degree of judicial discretion in these states is much higher than under the Florida, California, or Massachusetts Models, and strict bright-line rules have been avoided in favor of judicial flexibility.

For example, in Colorado, a sex offender who is released on parole is subject to a period of parole that will last at least ten years for class four felonies and twenty years for class two or three felonies and
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will last at most for the rest of the sex offender’s life.\textsuperscript{149} Although the statute does not explicitly mandate any form of electronic monitoring, when determining a period of probation, a judge is allowed to require the probationer to “[b]e subject to electronic or global position monitoring.”\textsuperscript{150} While it is not explicitly stated, the combination of various Colorado statutory provision does put the possibility of lifetime electronic monitoring, based entirely on the judge’s discretion, in a judge’s toolkit.\textsuperscript{151} Similarly, in Connecticut and Mississippi the court may, but need not, impose electronic monitoring as a condition of probation.

Some states, while making vague mention of a possibility of the use of GPS tracking, do not specify any guidelines for its utilization. In the District of Columbia, for example, a statute makes it unlawful for anyone to tamper with a global positioning device that is required as a condition of various sentencing options, including probation, supervised release, and parole.\textsuperscript{153} At no other point, however, does the D.C. Code specify the circumstances under which electronic monitoring may be imposed; thus a vague reference to tampering implies that a possibility of GPS tracking exists. Texas also makes a vague reference to the possibility of electronic monitoring as a condition of parole, but does not specify the use of electronic monitoring in relation to sex offenses.\textsuperscript{154}

There are also a couple of states that are truly unique in their treatment of the issue. For example, Ohio is unique in that its statute applies only to sex offenders who do not serve a prison sentence (applying to probation-only sentences), and it is within the Ohio courts’ discretion to impose the electronic monitoring (it is not mandatory).\textsuperscript{155} Minnesota, while not having authorized GPS tracking for sex offenders, does have an electronic-monitoring program for those who commit domestic violence.\textsuperscript{156} The statute is limited to crimes “committed against a family or household member,”\textsuperscript{157} but it does encom-

\textsuperscript{149} \textit{COLO. REV. STAT.} § 18-1.3-1006(b) (2011).
\textsuperscript{150} \textit{Id.} § 18-1.3-204 (2)(a)(XIV.5).
\textsuperscript{151} \textit{See id.} §§ 18-1.3-1006(b), 18-1.3-204 (2)(a)(XIV.5).
\textsuperscript{154} \textit{See TEX. GOV’T CODE ANN.} § 508.221 (West 2011) (effective Sept. 1, 1997).
\textsuperscript{155} \textit{OHIO REV. CODE ANN.} § 2929.13(L) (LexisNexis 2011).
\textsuperscript{157} \textit{Id.} § 518B.01 (2010).
pass "criminal sexual conduct," which allows a minimal level of sex-offender tracking in situations of sexual abuse within the family.\footnote{Id.}

In summary, a vast majority of states allow some form of electronic monitoring of sex offenders, but the specific provisions of such statutes can vary greatly. Most of the statutes that differ from the Florida, the California, or the Massachusetts Models do so because of the degree of judicial or regulatory-agency discretion that they grant, but these states still have systems in place to monitor those sex offenders who pose the greatest risks, especially to children. There are forty-two different statutes that in some way allow for sex-offender GPS tracking (including in the District of Columbia), and this number does not even include actions that the federal government has taken on this issue.

\section*{E. The Federal Models}

At the same time when a supermajority of states enacted some form of sex-offender tracking legislation, the U.S. Congress entered the debate in two different ways: through direct statutory action and through state-funding programs. In 2005, during the public outcry over the death of Jessica Lunsford, Congress made its first and only official attempt to directly legislate for electronic monitoring of sex offenders at the federal level.\footnote{H.R. 1505, 109th Cong. (2005).} Modeled after the Florida statute and called the Jessica Lunsford Act, the House bill would have amended the Jacob Wetterling Crimes Against Children and Sexually Violent Offender Registration Program\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 14071 (2006).} in a couple of key ways. First, it would have strengthened the sex-offender registration program by requiring states to verify the last known address of sex offenders by randomly mailing a verification form at least twice a year.\footnote{See H.R. 1505.} If the offender did not mail the form back within a predetermined time thus verifying the accuracy of his registered address, he would be held liable as if he had never registered at all.\footnote{Id. § 2(a).}

Second, and more relevant to this Comment’s discussion, the bill would have required electronic monitoring of certain sex offenders who habitually failed to follow their registration requirements for at least five years upon release or ten years if they were considered
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“violent predators.”165 This was a direct federal requirement on the states not only to have a program to track registration of sex offenders within their borders but also to implement an enforcement mechanism with “location-transmitting device[s]” to verify their whereabouts.166 Representative Ginny Brown-Waite from Florida introduced this bill in the House on April 6, 2005, along with eighty-six co-sponsors (twenty-one Democrats and sixty-five Republicans), but the bill never made it out of the House Committee on the Judiciary.167

Although direct federal control of sex-offender tracking never came out of congressional committee, another piece of legislation had a much larger impact on the issue by tying state action to federal grants. The Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act of 2006 implemented a Sex Offender Monitoring Program that authorized the Attorney General to award Jessica Lunsford and Sarah Lunde Grants to various state and local governments if they complied with the stated minimum standards.168 These standards required states, at a minimum, to set up programs to track sex offenders with active electronic-monitoring devices twenty-four hours a day in order to get a federal grant.169 The statute authorized $5,000,000 in grants and gave a major financial incentive for each state to pass a sex-offender tracking statute.170

It is hardly a coincidence that most of the state statutes analyzed above were implemented between 2007 and 2009, the period for which the state grants were authorized. Even though a bill that would have allowed the federal government to mandate electronic monitoring for sex offenders never made it out of the House of Representatives, the federal government still achieved its goal by providing the financial incentive needed to move the states into action where federal legislation could not be passed. While legislation requiring some form of electronic monitoring of sex offenders has proliferated over

165 Id. § 2(c).
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the past six years, the statutes for the most part have not faced constitutional review beyond the various challenges to retroactive application. As the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court found, GPS tracking is “dramatically more intrusive and burdensome” when compared to registration only. This Comment will next assess whether these statutes go too far in reducing the constitutional rights of sex offenders.

III. ARGUMENTS AGAINST CONSTITUTIONALITY

One of the chief reasons for the Framers to write the Constitution was to “secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity.” And it is the province of the courts to determine whether or not a law is “repugnant to the Constitution” and thus void. Although a majority of states have determined that the individual rights of sex offenders are secondary to the safety of society at large, when the government decides to intrude upon the protections that the Constitution bestows on all Americans, this determination must ultimately be made by the courts.

Because the U.S. Supreme Court has yet to determine the constitutionality of GPS tracking of sex offenders, Part III will review some of the various constitutional arguments against such statutes. Part III.A will review the argument that retroactive application of the statutes violates the Ex Post Facto Clause of the U.S. Constitution. Part III.B will review the argument that the long-term or permanent GPS tracking of sex offenders violates their freedom of movement, both intrastate and interstate. Part III.C will review the argument that attaching GPS-locators to sex offenders’ bodies violates their freedom to control their own bodily integrity free from unreasonable government intrusion. Finally, Part III.D will review the argument that a tracking device cannot continuously transmit evidence regarding the offender’s location for hypothetical future crimes without violating the Fourth Amendment’s protection against unreasonable searches.

173 U.S. CONST. pmbl.
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177 U.S. CONST. amend. IV (“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated . . . .”) (emphasis added).
A. Retroactive Application Violates the Ex Post Facto Clause of the U.S. Constitution

One issue with sex-offender tracking statutes arises when a state attempts to apply a new law to a sex offender who has committed his crime before the effective date of the tracking statute. An ex post facto law is a law that criminalizes behavior that was legal when originally committed; the ex post facto prohibition, however, does not apply to civil laws enforced retroactively. Some courts have found that electronic monitoring requirements violate the Ex Post Facto Clause and thus may not be applied retroactively, while other courts have found that the laws are non-punitive in nature, and thus, do not violate the Ex Post Facto Clause. The U.S. Supreme Court has yet to rule on this issue, but there is already a well-established framework in place to make this determination, which the Court used when it found that sex offender registration laws did not violate the Ex Post Facto Clause when applied retroactively.

In Smith v. Doe, the Supreme Court entered the debate about sex-offender registration and found that the retroactive application of registration laws did not violate the Ex Post Facto Clause under the “well-established” framework for deciding whether or not a law has crossed the line from civil proceedings to criminal punishment. Under the Court’s guidelines, the first step is to “ascertain whether the legislature meant the statute to establish ‘civil’ proceedings;” if the legislature intended to impose the law as a punishment, it would “end the inquiry” and any retroactive application would violate the Ex Post Facto Clause. If the Court determines that the legislature intended to enact a civil proceeding or that the legislature’s intent is ambiguous, the next step is to analyze whether the statute’s effects on
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the individual are punitive under the seven-factor *Mendoza-Martinez* test.\(^{183}\)

The *Mendoza-Martinez* test, under which the Court determines whether the sanctions that a statute imposes are punitive in nature, asks: (1) whether the statute imposes "an affirmative disability or restraint," (2) whether the sanction imposed has traditionally been regarded as a punishment, (3) whether the sanction is imposed only upon a showing of *scienter*,\(^{184}\) (4) whether the sanction promotes retribution and deterrence, (5) whether the sanction applies to behavior that was already a crime, (6) whether a separate, rationally related purpose can be attributed to the sanctions aside from punishment, and (7) whether the sanction seems excessive in relation to the alternative purpose attributed to the statute.\(^{185}\) While this list is "neither exhaustive nor dispositive,"\(^{186}\) the Supreme Court applied the *Mendoza-Martinez* test when it determined the constitutionality of imposing sex-offender registration requirements retroactively, and thus it is a fair assumption that the same analysis applies to sex-offender tracking statutes as well.\(^{187}\)

Although the explicit legislative intent for enacting a sex-offender tracking statute is not always stated, it is likely that when the Supreme Court does face this issue, even if the legislative intent is stated, it will not be alone dispositive one way or the other. For example, in the text of the Colorado tracking statute, the legislature explicitly stated that "continued monitoring of sex offenders at each stage of the criminal justice system . . . will curtail recidivistic behavior and the protection of victims and potential victims will be enhanced."\(^{188}\) This, on its face, would probably be classified as a "civil regulatory scheme" because the goal is not to punish the offenders but rather to protect the potential victims; this is the same legislative
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goal that the Supreme Court deemed “civil” in Smith.\textsuperscript{189} The true determination of whether or not sex-offender tracking statutes are punitive in nature will be based on the Mendoza-Martinez review.

Unlike registration requirements, however, the Court could still very easily find that requiring an offender to wear a GPS-tracking device for an extended period is punitive in nature under the Mendoza-Martinez analysis. Offenders are forbidden to go near certain areas, such as anywhere where “children congregate,”\textsuperscript{190} which constantly requires them to plan their paths ahead of time to ensure that they will not pass by a school, a playground, or a shopping mall and face harsh punishments. Such broad statutory limitations on movement are definitely affirmative restraints on how an offender can live his life.\textsuperscript{191} Unlike registration requirements—under which members of the public must actively seek out the information whether someone is a sex offender—electronic monitoring requires that a sex offender have a device on the outermost layer of clothing, which makes the device visible to the public wherever he goes.\textsuperscript{192} As public awareness of sex-offender-tracking requirements grows, these devices may very well become “modern day 'scarlet letter[s]’” that expose the offender to public shame and hostility—a sanction that has traditionally been regarded as punishment.\textsuperscript{193}

An alternative justification for sex-offender tracking is reducing sex-offender recidivism,\textsuperscript{194} but this is not likely to sway the Supreme Court to allow retroactive application of such requirements because long-term or lifetime GPS tracking is excessive in relation to that purpose. Such sanctions do not prevent crimes, but merely give the police an active source of evidence to solve crimes after-the-fact.\textsuperscript{195} Sex-offender registration was found, under the Mendoza-Martinez test,
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to be a non-punitive civil regulation, but sex-offender-tracking statutes interfere with the rights of the offenders to a much greater extent and have much more permanent punitive effect on these rights. If the Court does find that these statutes have a punitive effect, retroactive application would violate the Ex Post Facto Clause. Even prospective application after the effective date of the statute, however, could be unconstitutional if the laws go too far.

B. Sex-Offender Tracking Statutes Unreasonably Restrict Freedom of Movement

The Supreme Court has not yet addressed whether sex-offender tracking statutes infringe on an offender’s freedom of movement. Wearing a GPS tracking device for decades, or even for the course of his life, does not directly inhibit an offender’s movement, but the issue is more complex. Under the broad concept of “personal liberty,” the Supreme Court has recognized that a person has a right to travel throughout the country “uninhibited by statutes, rules, or regulations that unreasonably burden or restrict this movement” and that the freedom to move without government interference is “a virtually unconditional personal right, guaranteed by the Constitution to all.”

1. Intrastate Freedom of Movement

These statutes directly interfere with the freedom of movement by prohibiting offenders from entering designated exclusionary zones. The Wisconsin statute is a good example of these exclusionary provisions. It sets specific areas where the offender may not go, focusing on “areas where children congregate, with perimeters of 100 to 250 feet.” Such exclusions are similar to a restraining order and can encompass other areas, including the “victim’s residence, place of employment and school.” These zones, set out at the time when probation is enacted, are the only explicit restrictions to the offender’s freedom of movement. Thus even under the personal liberty test in Saenz v. Roe, these would likely pass judicial review as reasonable limitations because a person who commits any sexual act with a child should not be able to knowingly go where children congregate just as
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a person who sexually assaults another person should not be able to approach the victim when he is let out of prison. This does not acknowledge, however, the other incidental ways that the tracked offender’s freedom of movement is impacted by GPS-tracking statutes.

Judicial review of GPS-tracking statutes has not yet reached the Supreme Court, but there have been cases in the lower courts that have challenged the statutes’ validity. In 2007, for example, a sex offender challenged Tennessee’s Monitoring Act on various grounds. One of the grounds was that it “had a marked effect on his lifestyle and freedom of movement.” The offender, Doe, explained that he was “required to carry with him at all times when not at his residence a relatively large box that contains the electronics necessary for the monitoring to take place.” He had to wear the tracking device on the outside of his outermost layer of clothing that was “obvious to any onlooker.”

Doe was burdened in ways other than the visibility of the tracking box. If he was going into any building, he would need to wait several minutes before entering to allow the device to reset. Once inside the building, Doe would need to exit the building “at least once every hour so that monitoring could take place.” In addition, as in Thissell, Doe was forbidden to “swim or participate in any other water activity” because the device was not waterproof. GPS tracking also made taking a bath impossible due to its limitations.

In addition to the incidental restrictions on Doe’s movements, Doe experienced additional burdens due to device malfunctions. Doe went on a vacation after receiving permission from the authorities, and because the device was not transmitting properly, he was repeatedly threatened with immediate arrest if he did not call in to the probation officer. This was just one of the many times in the two years that Doe was required to wear the GPS tracker that the device malfunctioned, causing extreme inconvenience.

\[\text{\footnotesize{Notes}}\]
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peals court found that these limitations were not “punitive” in nature, Doe’s description of the day-to-day effect of living with a GPS monitor is instructive; he would have to consider whether or not the state would allow him to go where he wanted to go and worry about whether a device malfunction would get him arrested.

Judge Keith’s partial dissent in Bredesen cautioned that the requirement to always carry a visible tracking box with him exposed Doe to public scorn. By contrast, the majority opinion found that members of the public would not know what the GPS tracking device was, and even if they did, they would not know that such a device designated the person wearing it as a sex offender. However true the majority’s point may have been in 2007, public knowledge and perception of GPS tracking devices will change as almost every jurisdiction has passed sex-offender tracking statutes, which will change the reality in line with the dissent’s point of view.

Judge Keith considered the “relatively large box as a symbol of [Doe’s] crime for all to see,” arguing that it had the effect of a “modern day ‘scarlet letter.’” Judge Keith went on to reflect that forcing a sex offender to wear the GPS-tracking box anywhere he went “[wa]s dangerously close to having a law enforcement officer openly escorting him to every place he [chose] to visit for all [the general public] to see, but without the ability to prevent him from re-offending.” As these statutes proliferate and public awareness of GPS tracking of sex offenders increases with time, sex offenders will be faced with increasing scorn from the public when they venture out of their homes. Unlike registration laws, in the case of which the sex offender only worries about facing those members of the public who actively seek out his sex-offender status and actually recognize him, a tracked sex offender worries about anyone who may suspect that the GPS-tracker designates him as a high-risk sex offender.
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Although not a direct restriction on the offender’s freedom of movement, the possibility of public scorn and hostility is definitely an incidental restriction on a sex offender’s ability to move freely within the state in which he lives. If the government forces an offender to permanently wear a tracking device, which causes the offender to face fear, apprehension, anger, or outright hostility every time he leaves his home, it cannot truly be said that his freedom of movement is not infringed. As knowledge of the “scarlet letter” device hooked to an offender’s belt increases, the sex-offender-tracking statute will eventually lead to state-sponsorship of two classes of citizens: those who can travel freely, and those who can only leave their homes if they are willing to face public condemnation.\(^\text{217}\)

2. Interstate Freedom of Movement

Another fundamental right articulated in \textit{Saenz} is the right to travel freely between states.\(^\text{218}\) Some states, such as Montana, deal with interstate considerations explicitly in their statutes.\(^\text{219}\) In Montana, if a tracked offender is allowed to “transfer supervision to another state,” he must “pay a fee of $50 to cover the cost of processing the transfer.”\(^\text{220}\) This implies that if the offender wishes to exercise his fundamental right to travel between states, he can only do so if he first gets permission from the monitoring body, pays a $50 transfer fee, and the new state is willing to take over tracking responsibilities. It is unlikely that the Supreme Court, when proclaiming such a fundamental right, intended for the right to be subject to the bureaucracy of two state governments. The statute also does not clarify what would happen if an offender who is tracked wants to move to a state that does not impose GPS tracking for sex offenders. Nor does it deal with the jurisdictional issues that could possibly come from a GPS tracking device transmitting location data to the home state even when the offender is no longer within the jurisdictional boundary of that state.

Some sex-offender-tracking statutes make reference to the Interstate Compact for Adult Offender Supervision (ICAOS), an interstate
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effort to monitor sex-offender risks.\footnote{See, e.g., \textsc{Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann.} § 213.1243(2)(b) (2011) ("Lifetime supervision shall be deemed a form of parole for . . . [t]he purposes of the Interstate Compact for Adult Offender Supervision . . . .").} One of the main purposes of the ICAOS, as the enacting statutes indicate, is to \"[p]rovide for the effective \textit{tracking}, supervision, and rehabilitation of these [sex] offenders by the sending and receiving states.\"\footnote{\textsc{Wis. Stat.} § 304.16(1)(a)(2) (2011) (emphasis added).} All fifty states and the District of Columbia are members of the ICAOS.\footnote{\textsc{State and Region Maps—ICAOS Directory}, \textsc{Interstate Comm.'n Adult Offender Supervision}, http://www.interstatecompact.org/Directory/ RegionsStates.aspx (last visited Apr. 17, 2011).} This should be the interstate agency to coordinate transfers of sex offenders currently being tracked by their original states, but it is unclear whether ICAOS has an efficient process in place to safeguard offenders' freedom of interstate movement not only when they are moving to another state but also when they are just crossing into a neighboring state for a temporary trip.

If the states are going to condition the exercise of an offender's right of interstate movement on the states' approval, then there needs to be an efficient process in place that will accomplish that in the least-restrictive way possible. If states are going to restrict interstate movement even for day-trips into neighboring states, then it is likely impossible for the bureaucracies of two different states to make the process efficient enough to make it practical for the offender to even try to get permission unless he knows at least a week in advance that he will need to travel out of his home state. In situations where a sex offender lives on the border of two different states and could possibly be employed or have family across the border, GPS-tracking statutes could truly become burdensome on the offender's freedom of interstate movement, and this aspect of sex-offender tracking statutes could be held unconstitutional.

\section*{C. Sex-Offender Tracking Statutes Unreasonably Interfere with Offenders' Bodily Integrity}

The Supreme Court has also yet to deal with the question whether requiring a sex offender to wear a GPS unit on his body for the rest of his natural life unreasonably interferes with his bodily integrity. There are two different ways that the Supreme Court could find such interference, and this section will discuss both in turn. First, these statutes require that a sex offender wear a permanent tracking device on his body. Second, as the technology of GPS track-
ing devices gets smaller and more efficient, it is possible that these tracking devices, which are currently only attached to the exterior of the offender’s body, break the skin and be permanently implanted in the offender’s body.

1. Freedom of Bodily Integrity from Unreasonable Government Intrusion

The Supreme Court has not yet dealt with state action that interferes with the exterior of one’s body in the way that a permanent GPS tracker does, but it has addressed state action that interferes with a person’s right to be “secure in [his] person[ ]” from state action. In *Schmerber v. California*, the Supreme Court considered whether a police officer’s order that a hospital take a blood sample from a drunk driver without his consent violated his personal liberty. After rejecting the argument that the “Self-Incrimination Clause of the Fifth Amendment requires the human body in all circumstances to be held inviolate against state expeditions seeking evidence of [a] crime,” the Court went on to explore whether such action violated Schmerber’s Fourth Amendment right to be secure in his person. This was the Court’s first analysis of a search inside one’s body, and its starting point was whether the government’s violation of Schmerber’s bodily integrity to search for evidence “[was] justified in the circumstances, or [was] made in an improper manner.”

The Court found that when the police are searching a person’s body and are not authorized by previous exceptions to the warrant requirement (e.g., a search incident to a lawful arrest or a *Terry* “stop and frisk” search for weapons to protect officer safety), “[t]he interests in human dignity and privacy [that] the Fourth Amendment protects forbid any such intrusions on the mere chance that desired evidence might be obtained.” Even though the blood test involved a search “beyond the body’s surface,” the same Fourth Amendment
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protections would apply to GPS-tracking. Much like the blood test in Schmerber, the constant flow of information that the GPS tracker provides to police is primarily used as evidence of possible wrongdoing. And the blood sample in Schmerber was used to provide evidence about a drunk-driving accident that had already occurred; the connection between the warrant requirement in the Fourth Amendment and monitoring through a GPS tracking device is even less clear where the police are gathering evidence from a sex offender’s body based on the possibility that a crime may be committed in the future.

The Supreme Court found that “[i]n the absence of a clear indication that in fact such evidence will be found, these fundamental human interests require law officers to suffer the risk that such evidence may disappear unless there is an immediate search.”232 No matter how high the risk of recidivism is with a sex offender, the police will seldom be able to determine when a crime will be committed, if ever. Also, unlike the momentary bodily violation that the blood test in Schmerber represented, the long-term tracking of a sex offender represents a constant government infringement on the offender’s body in the interest of obtaining evidence for a hypothetical future crime. Under Schmerber, the Supreme Court should find that this is an unreasonable infringement of the “fundamental human interest” that a person has over his own body.

In the majority of the state sex-offender-tracking statutes, an individualized risk assessment is not necessary and tracking is imposed categorically based on the crime committed.233 In these circumstances, the government’s ability to justify the infringement of a person’s rights to his own body to get possible evidence of a future crime is precarious at best. In United States v. Polouizzi, the district court first found that even requiring the wearing of a GPS tracker while a person is awaiting trial is a greater infringement of individual liberty than it appears at first glance.234 The court then held that even though the government interest in protecting children is significant, “a per se rule that the governmental interest always outweighs the constitutional right of liberty denies due process.”235 When a state imposes a mandatory electronic-monitoring statute on an entire class of criminals without an individual risk assessment, the state is making a judgment that the governmental interest automatically outweighs all
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of those individuals’ rights to their own bodies, regardless of whether individual circumstances would indicate otherwise.

Under the court’s rationale in Polouizzi, a per se application of GPS-tracking requirements without any individualized risk assessment would deny the individual’s liberty without due process. These are devices that, while not surgically attached to the outside of an offender’s body, must be worn on a person’s body for his entire life to help prevent, or at least provide evidence of, future crimes. Such an “[a]ssessment of the risk of future crime by particular individuals at this state of our knowledge is hazardous and fraught with uncertainty.” In Schmerber, the Court held that because there was probable cause to arrest the drunk driver even without the blood sample, such a minor intrusion into the body to collect evidence that would have disappeared with time was reasonable to protect evidence of a crime. With GPS trackers, however, such intrusion to the exterior of one’s body cannot be justified by probable cause that a crime will be committed prospectively. Given the rationale behind Schmerber and Polouizzi, if a state wants to violate an offender’s bodily rights with a GPS tracking device, such actions should only result from an individualized risk assessment if these statutes are to survive constitutional review. Currently, as discussed in Part II, the majority of states do not provide for such individualized review.

2. Technological Advances in Tracking Technologies

Schmerber dealt with a minor intrusion under the body’s surface to collect blood and does not directly apply to analysis of external tracking devices, but the technology for internal GPS tracking is on the horizon. In Bredesen, the majority justified the inconvenience of wearing a GPS tracker based on the fact that it was the same size as a walkie-talkie and would “only become smaller and less cumbersome as technology progresses.” GPS tracking devices smaller than the six-inch device that Doe wore in 2007 are already on the market, and there are also potential devices that could be planted under a
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person’s skin—a much greater invasion of an offender’s rights to his body than the external device in Bredesen caused.

As early as 2003, Applied Digital Solutions, Inc. patented and tested “the first-ever subdermal GPS ‘personal location device’ (PLD).” This device was 2.5 inches long by 1.5 inches wide, and the company reported that the device could ultimately be approximately one-half to one-tenth of that size. This technology is currently not as readily available as the company’s report in 2003 would have indicated, but it is a prime example of the direction in which this technology is headed. Not surprisingly, Applied Digital Solution’s report focused on the positive uses of such a device, but there is nothing in the current sex-offender statutes that prevents such implantable technology from being forced on sex offenders as a condition of their release. In fact, many of the statutes allow for technological advancement by requiring the use of GPS or other equivalent technologies.

The courts will likely be forced, at some point, to consider the propriety of sub-dermal GPS tracking device.

While the Schmerber Court allowed a forced test as a minimal infringement of individual’s bodily rights, the Supreme Court has already denied more intrusive methods of evidence-gathering. In Winston v. Lee, the Court considered a state’s effort to force a burglar to undergo surgery for the removal of a bullet that would have almost certainly provided evidence of his guilt. The Court held that “[a] compelled surgical intrusion into an individual’s body for evidence . . . implicates expectations of privacy and security of such magnitude that the intrusion may be ‘unreasonable’ even if likely to produce evidence of a crime.” The Court did leave the “reasonableness of surgical intrusions beneath the skin . . . [to be determined by a] case-by-case approach.” This indicates that the Court’s determination ultimately comes down to a balancing test based on the in-
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individual circumstances of the search. But the fact that Supreme Court opposed the surgical removal of an item that evidenced an already committed crime indicates that the Court would likely be even less sympathetic to allowing the implantation of a sub-dermal GPS device when the device provides evidence for possible future crimes. Even if the technological market develops internal GPS tracking devices, states should avoid using them for sex-offender tracking in order to stay within the bounds of Supreme Court precedent. In addition, each state’s statute should incorporate an explicit limitation to the use of sub-dermal technology.

D. Freedom from Unreasonable Searches

The purpose of the Fourth Amendment is to limit the government’s power and “to forever secure the people, their persons, houses, papers and effects, against all unreasonable searches and seizures under the guise of law.” One of the most significant arguments against the GPS-tracking statutes is that they violate the Fourth Amendment by providing the police with the wearer’s location even when the person is constitutionally protected areas, such as his home. This is an issue that the Supreme Court has considered in detail although not within the direct circumstances of a sex-offender tracking statute. In *United States v. Katz*, the Court decided that a key tenet of Fourth Amendment analysis is that “[w]hat a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection.” Yet “what he seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected.” *Katz* dealt with the electronic eaves-
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dropping of a suspect through a device attached to the exterior of a phone booth. The Court held that Katz had a reasonable expectation of privacy within the phone booth and that the government violated that right by collecting evidence without a warrant.

The Court did emphasize in Katz that a state entity may use an electronic device “for the narrow and particularized purpose of ascertaining the truth of the . . . allegations’ of a ‘detailed factual affidavit alleging the commission of a specific criminal offense.” A GPS tracking device placed on a sex offender is not transmitting information pursuant to a warrant founded on probable cause. In addition, it transmits location information based on a possibility of some future crime. A crime that has yet to be committed cannot meet the Katz requirement for a warrant exception that such electronic infringement of a person’s expectation of privacy be based on a specific criminal offense.

The Supreme Court has considered the use of electronic monitoring equipment to gather evidence against a criminal suspect in other contexts as well. Two other cases concerning electronic monitoring of property are relevant to the tracking of a person’s body because the protections of the Fourth Amendment apply not only to a person’s effects, but also, if not more strictly, to his person.

The first case, United States v. Knotts, involved the use of an electronic “beeper” to track a drum of chloroform to the defendant’s cabin where drug manufacturing was conducted. The defendants challenged the use of the beeper, which led to the discovery of incriminating evidence, as an infringement of their Fourth Amendment rights. The majority opinion relied on the test articulated in Justice Harlan’s Katz concurrence. This two-part test looks at (1) “whether the individual, by his conduct, has ‘exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy’ . . . [and (2)] whether the indi-
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individual’s subjective expectation of privacy is ‘one that society is prepared to recognize as “reasonable.”’

Under this test, the Court held that the defendants did not have any reasonable expectation of privacy when the car carrying the drum was driving on public roads not only because a person has a lesser expectation of privacy while in an automobile but also because a person’s location is in the public view. This allowed the admission of all tracking information gathered while the truck was on the public roadways. Once within private property, however, Knotts was entitled to a reasonable expectation of privacy against any information the beeper gave to the police. The Court noted that “[t]he right of officers to thrust themselves into a home is also of grave concern, not only to the individual, but to a society that chooses to dwell in reasonable security and freedom from surveillance.”

Further, the Court in Knotts stated that “[w]hen the right of privacy must reasonably yield to the right of search is, as a rule, to be decided by a judicial officer, not by a policeman or government enforcement agent.” The Supreme Court has already held that the use of a GPS tracking device on a person’s vehicle and the use of that device to track the vehicle’s movement is a “search” under the Fourth Amendment, and it is likely that this rationale would extend to a device placed on a person’s body. Thus, when a sex-offender statute requires imposition of electronic monitoring without individualized risk assessment, it is the state legislators, rather than a judicial officer, who are deciding that the individual’s rights must yield to a search. Even if the wearing of a GPS tracking device is a search, however, Knotts does not forbid the gathering of location information when the offender is in a public area where his location is open to public view. But using GPS tracking devices in private areas, on the other hand, is much more problematic in light of the Court’s more recent precedent.

United States v. Karo was the Court’s first case to specifically address whether an electronic monitoring device can provide evidence
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when used in a protected area. In *Karo*, DEA agents placed an electronic beeper in a can of ether with the consent of the can’s owner and pursuant to court authorization. The agents then proceeded to track the can of ether after Karo picked it up and brought it into his house. Using the beeper technology, the agents continued to track the can of ether as it was moved to another defendant’s house, and eventually to a commercial storage facility. Although none of the information obtained while the beeper was in public view violated the defendants’ Fourth Amendment rights, the Court held that “the monitoring of a beeper in a private residence, a location not open to visual surveillance, violates the Fourth Amendment rights of those who have a justifiable interest in the privacy of the residence.”

The basic principle reaffirmed in *Karo* is that “private residences are places in which the individual normally expects privacy free of governmental intrusion not authorized by a warrant, and that expectation is plainly one that society is prepared to recognize as justifiable.” Such searches are “presumptively unreasonable absent exigent circumstances.” Even more relevant to this Comment, the Court rejected the Government’s argument “that it should be completely free from the constraints of the Fourth Amendment to determine by means of an electronic device, without a warrant and without probable cause or reasonable suspicion, whether a particular article—or a person, for that matter—is in an individual’s home at a particular time.”

Recently, the Court applied this principle specifically to the use of GPS technology in *United States v. Jones*. In *Jones*, the Court decided “whether the attachment of a [GPS] tracking device to an individual’s vehicle, and subsequent use of that device to monitor the vehicle’s movements on public streets, constitutes a search or seizure within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment.” The government argued that attaching a GPS device to the exterior of Jones’s Jeep,
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which was constantly in public view, is not a search under the Fourth Amendment. The Court disagreed, holding that “[b]y attaching the device to the Jeep, officers encroached on a protected area.” Even though this decision deals with a GPS device placed on a vehicle and not a person, the case extends the Court’s previous Fourth Amendment precedents to GPS-tracking technology.

When a sex offender enters his home, or another private area, the tracking device continues to reveal his location. The Supreme Court has explicitly stated that such monitoring, in areas where the offender has a reasonable expectation of privacy, violates the Fourth Amendment “absent exigent circumstances.” The exigent circumstances required for an exception to the court’s ruling in _Karo_ simply do not apply when an offender is going to be tracked for an extended period of time under a sex-offender-tracking statute. When the government receives location data from a tracking device while the wearer is in a protected area, such as his home, it is a violation of the wearer’s Fourth Amendment rights.

### IV. Arguments for Constitutionality

As shown in Part III, there are a few major arguments against the constitutionality of sex-offender tracking statutes. New technologies, such as GPS tracking devices, are testing the fundamental protections of the Constitution in ways that the Framers never could have envisioned. Until the Supreme Court reviews this new area of statutory development specifically, courts and circuits throughout the country will be entitled to independently decide whether to uphold such laws. This is a difficult decision because, notwithstanding the various arguments that attack the constitutionality of sex-offender tracking, there are also various legal arguments to defend the constitutionality of such statutes. Part IV will address some of the strongest justifications for the constitutionality of sex-offender tracking statutes.
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and review the counter-arguments to the arguments discussed in Part III.

Part IV.A will review the argument that, since the Fourth Amendment only applies to unreasonable searches and seizures, it does not apply to sex-offender tracking statutes at all because they are a reasonable application of government authority. Part IV.B will review restrictions of rights based on a judgment that an individual is a “danger to society” and how such precedent is applicable given the danger that sex offenders pose to society. Finally, Part IV.C will review the argument that because probationers and parolees have reduced rights due to their prior crimes, especially when dealing with searches that would not otherwise be constitutional, none of the arguments analyzed in Part III apply to sex-offender-tracking statutes.

A. Sex-Offender Tracking is a Reasonable Search Under the Fourth Amendment

One of the most significant arguments against the constitutionality of these searches asserts that such constant location monitoring violates the offender’s Fourth Amendment rights. Even assuming that using the information from an active tracking device to verify an offender’s location within his residence is a search under the Fourth Amendment, such searches may not violate the Fourth Amendment if the court determines that the intrusion is “reasonable.” Although the Supreme Court has repeatedly found that “searches and seizures inside a home without a warrant are presumptively unreasonable,” the Court has also found in various cases that “because the ultimate touchstone of the Fourth Amendment is ‘reasonableness,’ the warrant requirement is subject to certain exceptions.” The Court has gone on to find that “[a]n action is ‘reasonable’ under the Fourth Amendment . . . ‘as long as the circumstances, viewed objectively, justify [the] action.’” Although the Fourth Amendment generally requires a warrant for searches of a person’s home, under the standard articulated in United States v. Knights, “a lesser degree satisfies the
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Constitution when the balance of governmental and private interests makes such a standard reasonable.  

Given the strong government interest in protecting children from sexual predators, there is a compelling argument that the government interest outweighs the individual’s privacy interests when sex-offender tracking statutes are in question. This type of legislation attempts to monitor sex offenders after they are released from jail; thus the primary purpose of sex-offender tracking statutes is to “best protect the public from the risk that the individual will reoffend.”

GPS tracking can only be implemented on someone who has already committed a sexual crime because there would be no way to identify a sex offender before he has committed a sex crime. Because of this, electronic monitoring is completely focused on the risk of recidivism and the fear that registration alone does not protect society sufficiently.

Thus, the Knights balancing test requires an examination whether the government’s interest in reducing sex-offender recidivism is warranted when compared to the recidivism threat of other crimes.

An individual risk assessment of a sex offender is a rather inexact science; the best available indicators of recidivism risks are statistical models that provide data on general groupings of sex offenders. Such statistics can differ depending on a wide range of variables, but referring to the statistics that the judicial system uses is valuable because probably similar statistics will be utilized under any “reasonableness” analysis of the government interest. The most recent sex-offender recidivism study was conducted by the U.S. Department of Justice and the Bureau of Justice Statistics in 2003, and followed 9,691 male sex offenders that were released in 1994 by fifteen different states. This is the most recent government study on recidivism and various courts have cited it.
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The report divides “sex offenders” into the categories of “rapists” and “sexual assaulters,” but all 9,691 sex offenders included in the report were considered “violent sex offenders.” This group corresponds to the offenders who would be liable under the GPS-tracking statutes of many states as posing the worst sex-offender threat. The chance that a sex-offender would be rearrested or reconvicted for any crime within three years of his release in 1994 was forty-three percent and twenty-four percent, respectively. These percentages may seem very high, but when compared to the non-sex offender control group, in which sixty-eight percent of the members were rearrested and forty-eight percent were reconvicted, the recidivism threat for sex offenders is much lower than the recidivism threat for non-sex offenders.

According to the report, even though the re-arrest or reconviction rates for any crime may be less than rates for non-sex offenders, the threat that a sex offender will commit a sexual crime within three years of release is actually much higher than the threat of a non-sex offender committing such crimes. One thing to consider is that the study is limited to comparing sex offenders and non-sex offenders for a period of only three years after release, which may just indicate that sex offenders wait longer than three years after release to commit new sex offenses. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that out of the sex-offender control group, prior to their incarceration, 28.5% had at least one arrest for a sex offense and 10.3% had at least one arrest for a sex offense committed against a child. This seems to justify the “government’s interest” that causes the authorities to focus on sex offenders as a specific threat that needs to be addressed in unique ways—namely, that they will commit new sex crimes long after they have served their time.

The Supreme Court has yet to address a sex-offender case in which this specific report has been cited, but the Court has relied on similar data in the past. When the Court granted certiorari to review sex-offender registration requirements in Smith, the Court based its...
ruling, at least in part, on a previous study by the Department of Justice, which stated that “[w]hen convicted sex offenders reenter society, they are much more likely than any other type of offender to be rearrested for a new rape or sexual assault.” $^{309}$ The Court found that Alaska’s conclusion that “conviction for a sex offense provides evidence of substantial risk of recidivism” was consistent with the “grave concerns over the high rate of recidivism among convicted sex offenders and their dangerousness as a class.” $^{310}$ Although not citing specific statistics, in 2003 the Supreme Court conclusively found that “[t]he risk of recidivism posed by sex offenders is frightening and high.” $^{311}$ Therefore, the Supreme Court may very well find that the reduction of this risk is a serious “government interest” that can counter the Fourth Amendment challenges presented against GPS-tracking statutes, at least in part. $^{312}$

B. Reduced Rights Because Sex Offenders Are a “Danger to Society”

If the Supreme Court was correct in 2003 and sex offenders pose a recidivism risk that makes them more dangerous than other criminals, then the general rights of sex offenders could be reduced for the greater good of society. Although the Supreme Court has yet to review the constitutionality of GPS-tracking statutes, the Court has upheld the constitutionality of civil- and involuntary-commitment statutes that allow criminals or sex offenders who are still deemed to be a threat to society to be detained after completing their prison sentences. $^{313}$ Thus, it is a strong argument that GPS-tracking statutes are less invasive than involuntary- and civil-commitment statutes that are already declared constitutional because the infringements discussed in Part III pale in comparison to restraining someone in a mental hospital or another government facility against his will.

Civil and involuntary commitment represents the most invasive reduction of the rights of individuals who represent “dangers to soci-


$^{310}$ Id.

$^{311}$ Id. (quoting McKune, 536 U.S. at 34) (internal quotation marks omitted).

$^{312}$ See discussion supra Part III.D.

$^{313}$ See Kansas v. Hendricks, 521 U.S. 346 (1997) (upholding the constitutionality of Kansas’s Sexually Violent Predator Act, KAN. STAT. ANN. § 59-29a01–29a22 (2009), which is the strictest sex-offender civil-commitment statute in the country); O’Connor v. Donaldson, 422 U.S. 563 (1975) (upholding the constitutionality of involuntary commitment of those individuals with mental illness who are shown to be a danger to themselves or others). It is important to note that these statutes required an individualized risk assessment before they could be applied.
ety” because these proceedings literally take away an individual’s right to be free from custody even when his sentence has finished or when he has not committed a crime at all. The Supreme Court has agreed with the common law at times that, where “one who takes charge of a third person is under a duty to exercise reasonable care to control that person to prevent him from causing reasonably foreseeable bodily harm to others.”

It is under this rationale—that the authorities should not release back into society anyone who is deemed a threat—that civil and involuntary commitment were born.

Involuntary commitment and civil commitment are different types of restraints, and therefore they are addressed separately. Involuntary commitment tends to refer to confinement in a mental hospital against one’s will. The Supreme Court set the national guidelines for involuntary commitment in *O’Connor v. Donaldson* where it held that a state may not confine someone against his will if he is not dangerous to himself or others. The flip side of this ruling is that a state has every right to hold someone against his will if he is found to be a danger to himself or others upon release. Donaldson was committed for paranoid schizophrenia by his father against his will and spent fifteen years confined in an institution because the Florida laws at the time required involuntary commitment for anyone deemed “mentally incompetent.” As soon as a jury determined that he could be released back into society without posing a danger to himself or others, his mental illness became irrelevant; the state could no longer hold him because its “government interest” in keeping the “harmless mentally ill” away from the public could no longer outweigh the rights of the individual.

Involuntary commitment is also allowed as an alternative to releasing a prisoner at the end of his prison term if he is deemed to be a threat to society. Congress has passed legislation that protects the
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319 For a discussion of the balancing between “government interest” and Fourth Amendment rights, see discussion *supra* Part.IV.A.1.

320 *O’Connor*, 422 U.S. at 574–75.

public from a criminal who is due for release, but is “suffering from mental disease or defect.” Even though the individual might have served his complete sentence, if courts believe “his release would create a substantial risk of bodily injury to another person or serious damage to property of another,” “the court shall commit the person to the custody of the Attorney General.” There is no more fundamental right than to be free from physical restraint. But even this right is secondary to the interest of society if the person is shown to be a threat to others.

Civil commitment is a more recent concept that applies specifically to sex offenders who are held beyond their initial sentence because of their individual risk of recidivism. For example, the Kansas legislature found that “existing civil commitment procedures . . . are inadequate to address the special needs of sexually violent predators and the risks they present to society” and enacted a separate statutory process to keep sex offenders behind bars for as long as they posed a threat due to a showing of “mental abnormality or personality disorder.” The first sex offender who was committed under the act, Leroy Hendricks, was originally convicted for “taking indecent liberties with two 13-year-old boys.” After nearly ten years of his sentence had passed, the state filed a petition to keep Hendricks under civil commitment right before his scheduled release because he was a habitual child molester and posed a high threat of recidivism. Hendricks challenged his commitment and the Kansas Sexually Violent Predator Act ultimately receiving a grant of certiorari by the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Court upheld the constitutionality of the Kansas statute on various grounds, clarifying that even though freedom of bodily restraint from arbitrary government action is at the core of due process,
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it is not an absolute right. The Court found that the right to be free from bodily restraint is subject to “manifold restraints to which every person is necessarily subject for the common good” and “[o]n any other basis organized society could not exist with safety to its members.” The Court rejected the argument that “mental illness,” as opposed to “mental abnormality” prerequisite that Kansas statute incorporated, should be a prerequisite for any involuntary commitment and that the Kansas statute’s focus on the dangerousness of the individual satisfied due process.

The right to be free from restraint is one of the most cherished liberties that the Constitution bestows upon American citizens, but this right comes secondary to the safety of society when the individual is deemed to be dangerous in a way that cannot be controlled outside of custody. Although the GPS-tracking statutes are extremely invasive on the sex offender’s rights to move freely, control his own body, or be free from unreasonable searches, it is very likely that the Supreme Court, which has upheld the constitutionality of civil commitment, would also find constitutional the curtailment of other constitutional rights based on an individualized assessment that the person in question poses a continued danger to society.

C. Diminished Rights of Parolees or Probationers

An additional argument supporting the constitutionality of sex-offender tracking is that most of the sex-offender-tracking statutes only apply to offenders while they are on parole, probation, or under community supervision, where the rights of the released offenders are not at their full pre-conviction level. It is important to note that probation, which typically refers to an alternative sentence
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that does not involve any prison time, can have a very different meaning in the context of to sex offenders, who may be placed on probation for extended periods of time even after serving jail time. For example, the Florida law states that periods of probation shall not exceed two years generally, but periods of probation for sex offenders can continue for decades after incarceration. As more states enact harsh mandatory prison sentences for sex offenders, the terms of probation, parole, and community supervision tend to mean the same thing: if a sex offender ever gets out of prison, the state will watch him for decades or for life.

With regard to parolees generally, the Supreme Court has acknowledged that “the Fourth Amendment does not render the States powerless to address . . . concerns [of recidivism] effectively.” Because probationers, and implicitly parolees, pose a higher risk of recidivism, a state can “justifiably focus on probationers in a way that it does not on the ordinary citizen.” Thus, even though a police officer would not be able to walk up to a citizen and search him for contraband or search his apartment for evidence of illegal activity, the Supreme Court authorized such searches of parolees in Samson v. California and of probationers in Knights, respectively.

As the Supreme Court acknowledged in Samson, “a State has an overwhelming interest in supervising parolees because parolees . . . are more likely to commit future criminal offenses.” Because most sex-offender tracking statutes either have limited scope to the term of probation, parole, or community supervision, or mandate lifetime probation for certain crimes, sex offenders’ rights are not at their full
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pre-conviction level. It is likely that the Supreme Court will approve some type of diminished constitutional protections for sex offenders because of their previous crimes, provided that the laws that curtail those protections were in place before the crime was committed to give constructive notice to an offender about the possible consequences of his actions.  

V. FINDING THE PROPER BALANCE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL STATE AND FEDERAL STATUTES  

The proper balance between the rights of a sex offender who has served his sentence and the right of the government to protect the public from the risk of recidivism has not yet been decided, but at some point the Supreme Court will be asked to review the various arguments on both sides. Nothing is certain, but Supreme Court precedent on issues at least comparable to the long-term or lifetime GPS tracking of sex offenders provides insight into the Court’s likely determination. This Part will list the various conclusions that can be drawn from Court precedent with regard to statutes currently in force, and how they should be amended based on constitutional principles.  

A. Limited GPS-Tracking of Sex Offenders is Likely Constitutional  

First and foremost, this Comment concludes that GPS-tracking of sex offenders can be brought within the bounds of the Constitution. The recidivism threat that sex offenders pose is real, and GPS-tracking statutes are less restrictive than other statutes that have already been upheld. The Supreme Court has already held in *Hendricks* that a state may implement a statute that subjects a post-incarceration sex offender to civil commitment if he is deemed to be a threat to himself due to a mental abnormality. Any sex offender who shows a predisposition to committing such crimes would be considered “mentally abnormal” under the Kansas Act and would be eligible for civil commitment. Taking away a person’s freedom is the most invasive infringement of constitutional rights that a government can impose on an individual, but such actions have already been held
constitutional when a person is a “danger to society.”  

GPS-tracking statutes undeniably infringe on offender’s’ rights, but these infringements are still less severe than civil commitment, which has already been held constitutional. Thus, the limited GPS-tracking of sex offenders can also be constitutional with a showing that these individuals have a predisposition for committing such crimes. Furthermore, the Court in Hendricks held that safeguards, such as the ones in the Kansas civil-commitment statute, and determination based on narrow individual circumstances were within the Court’s “understanding of ordered liberty.” Therefore, if GPS-tracking statutes are written and applied in a way that would fit within the Court’s “understanding of ordered liberty,” such government action would likely be held constitutional. As the statutes stand right now, some changes are necessary to reach that point.

B. Retroactive Application Violates the Ex Post Facto Clause

In order for sex-offender GPS tracking statutes to be held constitutional, they should not be applied to crimes that were committed before the statutes’ effective dates. In Smith, the Supreme Court held that registration requirements, and the dissemination of sex-offender information to the public, constituted a civil regulatory scheme and were not punitive in nature, which would have made the Ex Post Facto Clause applicable. With GPS-tracking of sex offenders, however, the states are imposing requirements on sex offenders that go far beyond the mere dissemination of information to the community. Although registration may make offenders’ lives more difficult, GPS-tracking is a constant infringement on the offenders’ freedom of movement, bodily integrity from unreasonable govern-
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ment intrusion, and freedom from unreasonable searches. The Supreme Court has repeatedly used the Mendoza-Martinez factors to decide whether a statute is punitive, in which case the Ex Post Facto Clause would forbid retroactive application, or a civil-regulatory scheme, in which case retroactive application is allowed. When reviewing the effect of GPS-tracking statutes under the Mendoza-Martinez test, the GPS-tracking statutes fall much more on the punitive side of the equation than registration laws do. Therefore, this Comment finds that any retroactive application of sex-offender GPS-tracking laws is unconstitutional.

C. Technology Utilized Should Be as Minimally Invasive as Possible

Any technology that the states use to track the location and movement of sex offenders should infringe as little as possible on the individual’s bodily integrity. When reviewing limitations on a person’s bodily integrity, the Court has already stated that it will take into account whether the limitations are justified in the circumstances or whether they are made in an improper manner. Even though the Supreme Court may find that the limited GPS-tracking of sex offenders is justified after balancing the offender’s individual rights against the government’s interest in protecting society against sex-offender recidivism, there still need to be safeguards in place to ensure that the offender’s rights are not infringed more than is absolutely necessary. In order to protect those rights, the states should use the smallest, least visible tracking devices that are practical to obtain necessary information under the statutes. Technology is improving, and as the technology becomes more reliable and less noticeable, the state should safeguard an offender’s mobility by ensuring that the GPS tracking device will not evolve into a “modern-day scarlet letter,” exposing the offender to public ridicule, fear, or hostility any time he leaves his home.

If the technology that a state uses malfunctions frequently, resulting in incessant threats of an arrest to an offender who has done nothing wrong, then the state should consider using more reliable
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tracking devices. \textsuperscript{365} If, as public awareness of such tracking statutes increases, the state determines that the utilized device is too visible and instantly exposes the wearer to public condemnation, then the state should examine whether or not a smaller device, or perhaps one that can be worn underneath clothing and still transmit required location data, should be adopted. \textsuperscript{366} In addition, if a state requires notification and approval before a sex offender leave the state, the state needs to establish an efficient procedure to ensure that the wait for such approval is not unreasonably long as to make interstate travel that complies within the law impractical. \textsuperscript{367}

Finally, even if technology evolves to the point where implantable sub-dermal devices become viable, states should never use them for the tracking of sex offenders, and state statutes should specifically authorize only the use of external devices. \textsuperscript{368} Using sub-dermal implants to track sex offenders is much more intrusive and should not be used when less-invasive means are available to achieve the same end. \textsuperscript{369} Since the ultimate decision on this issue will come down to a balancing the infringement of the individual’s rights against the needs of the state to address with sex-offender recidivism, each state should use the least visible and stigmatizing external devices available to reduce public condemnation and limit the intrusiveness of the GPS device as much as possible. \textsuperscript{370}

\subsection*{D. Tracking in Protected Areas Violates the Fourth Amendment}

Any evidence obtained from a GPS tracking device while the offender is in a protected area where there is a legitimate expectation of privacy should explicitly be inadmissible against the offender. \textsuperscript{371} The tracking devices that sex offenders continuously wear provide the police with information about their location that can ultimately be used as evidence. \textsuperscript{372} When a sex offender is in the public view, such location information is not protected by the Fourth Amendment under the Supreme Court’s holding in \textit{Katz}. \textsuperscript{373} Anyone can see the offender’s location when he is at the store, sitting in a baseball stadi-
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um, or driving on a highway, so the offender does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in these areas. Likewise, the Fourth Amendment protections do not apply in areas in which, by court order or statute, the offender has been forbidden to go, such as near the victim’s residence or near a grade school. When the GPS tracking device is transmitting from areas where even a sex offender has a reasonable expectation of privacy, however, such as his home or another private property, the state should not obtain location-based evidence that it would not otherwise be able to obtain legally.

In sum, in order to comply with the Supreme Court’s holding in *Karo*, statutes should specifically limit the use of evidence from GPS trackers to evidence obtained in public areas or excluded zones where the sex offender does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy. Ideally, tracking devices would not provide any location data while the offender is within a protected area, but programming a device to recognize the difference between a public area and a protected area for each individual offender is not an efficient use of state resources. Instead, the recommended option is for the state to explicitly assert in the statute that any location data will not be utilized if the police would not have been constitutionally permitted to obtain such information without the tracker. For example, while an active tracking device will continue to transmit the offender’s location even when he is home, protected under the Fourth Amendment, the main threat to the individual is that such data will be used against him in a court of law. If a state establishes that such evidence from private areas will be excluded per se under the state’s tracking statute, the infringement of the individual’s Fourth Amendment protections will be reduced.

E. GPS Tracking Without Individualized Risk Assessment is Unconstitutional

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, any decision to impose GPS-tracking on a sex offender needs to be based on an individualized risk assessment and not, as most statutes are currently written,
based on the crime committed.\footnote{See discussion supra Part III.C.1.} One of the main reasons that the Court upheld Kansas’s civil-commitment statute in Hendricks was that the statute ensured that every civilly committed individual was actually a danger to society due to a mental abnormality and that this issue could not be resolved otherwise.\footnote{See Kan. v. Hendricks, 521 U.S. 346, 352–53 (1997).} The current majority of statutes, including the Florida, California, and Massachusetts Models, impose GPS-tracking requirements on entire classes of sex offenders based on the crime committed.\footnote{See discussion supra Parts II.A–C.} Without safeguards in place to ensure that a particular individual actually does pose enough of a danger to society to justify tracking his location and movement, a statutory scheme does not fall under the Court’s “understanding of ordered liberty” and will not be granted the same constitutional leeway that the Kansas civil-commitment statute received.\footnote{See discussion supra Part IV.B.}

VI. A PROPOSED MODEL STATUTE FOR CONSTITUTIONAL TRACKING OF SEX OFFENDERS

Though the current statutory models for the GPS-tracking of sex offenders do not properly balance the rights of post-incarceration sex offenders with the government’s interest in protecting the public from sex-offender recidivism, there are ways to bring the two opposing interests into balance.\footnote{See discussion supra Part V.A–E.} Below, this Comment provides the text of a model statute that illustrates how legislators can draft GPS-tracking legislation to survive constitutional review. This model statute is a combination of provisions of various GPS-tracking statutes that are already in effect. Any state can tailor this Model Statute to address the crimes that the state would like to cover, the expense it wishes to bare in such a tracking program, and the GPS tracking devices it wishes to use.

\textit{Model Sex-Offender Tracking Statute}

\textit{Purpose}

\textit{The purpose of this Act is to protect the public generally, and children specifically, from the threat of recidivism that Sexually Violent Predators and Child Sexual Predators can pose when released from incarceration. In addition to registration requirements and other restrictions that are applicable to sex offenders in this jurisdiction, this Act allows for the GPS tracking of those}
Violent Sex Offenders who pose the highest risk of recidivism and are the greatest dangers to society. The purpose of such tracking is both to serve as a deterrent for future crimes effectively and to ensure that Violent Sex Offenders do not enter prohibited Exclusion Zones, where the risk of re-offense is heightened.

Definitions: As Used in This Act:

1. “Child Sexual Predator” is a person who was previously convicted of a violent sex crime and is predisposed to commit such sex crimes against children in the future because he or she has a mental disorder or abnormality that has been verified by a licensed doctor or psychologist or because he or she has a history of committing crimes that indicate an ongoing lustful predisposition toward children, as determined by a Court upon review of evidence from whatever source is deemed relevant.\(^{386}\)

2. “Conviction” means that there was either (a) a judgment or determination of guilt at trial, or (b) a guilty or nolo contendere plea.\(^{387}\)

3. “Court” means a judicial district court of this jurisdiction.\(^{388}\)

4. “Exclusion Zone” is any zone in which a person wearing a GPS tracking device is prohibited from going, unless the person is merely travelling through the zone in order to reach another location.\(^{389}\)

5. “GPS Tracking” means the tracking through the use of any GPS Tracking Device that identifies a person’s location and actively reports or records such information.\(^{390}\)

6. “GPS Tracking Device” is any device that identifies a person’s location and actively reports or records such information. It includes any comparable technology that is worn externally on the offender’s person.\(^{391}\)

7. “Judicial Determination” is a decision by the Court that a person is or continues to be a Child Sexual Criminal or a Violent Sex Criminal as defined by this Act.\(^{392}\)

8. “Mental Abnormality” is an acquired or congenital condition that affects the volitional or emotional of a person in any way that predisposes the person to the commission of criminal sexual acts in a way that makes the person a danger to the safety or health of other people.\(^{393}\)
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9. “Sexually Violent Criminal” means an offender who has been convicted of a Violent Sex Offense and who has a Mental Abnormality or antisocial personality disorder that makes the offender likely to engage in predatory sexually violent offenses as determined by the Court upon receipt and review of information from whatever source the Court deems relevant.  

10. “Violent Sex Crime” is:
   a. A Conviction for any of the following crimes:
      (i) Rape;
      (ii) Aggravated Rape;
      (iii) Sexual battery;
      (iv) Battery;
      (v) Sexual exploitation of a child;
      (vi) Aggravated sexual exploitation of a child;
      (vii) Statutory rape;
      (ix) Especially aggravated sexual exploitation of a child;
      (x) Rape of a child;
      (xi) Incest;
      (xii) Solicitation of a child;
      (xiii) Sexual battery by an authority figure.
   b. A Conviction for attempt, conspiracy, or solicitation to commit any offense listed in subdivision (a) of this section.
   c. A Conviction for being an accessory after the fact, or criminal responsibility for facilitating the commission of any offense listed in subdivision (a) of this section.

Applicability of the Act.

1. When a Court is initially sentencing a person convicted of any Violent Sex Crime, the Court may impose GPS-tracking as a condition of release following any period of incarceration if there is a Judicial Determination that the person being sentenced is either a Sexually Violent Criminal or a Child Sexual Criminal under this Act, and thus a danger to society. The Court may establish the length of such tracking based on the individual risk assessment of the person, the length of probation, parole, or community supervision as required by law, or, if the law is silent, whatever length of supervision that the Court deems just and proper based on the individual circumstances of the person being sentenced.

2. When a person who has been Convicted of any Violent Sex Crime is to be released back into society on probation, parole, or community supervision,
the supervising authorities may make a motion to the Court to impose GPS-tracking on that person as a condition of release. The Court may impose such monitoring conditions if it has been shown that the person is either a Sexually Violent Criminal or a Child Sexual Criminal under this Act, and thus a danger to society. The Court may establish the length of such tracking based upon the individual risk assessment of the person, the length of probation, parole, or community supervision as required by law, or, if the law is silent, whatever length of supervision that the Court deems just and proper based upon the individual circumstances of the person being released.

3. When the Court is sentencing a person convicted of any Violent Sex Crime for a violation of his or her probation, parole, or community supervision, the Court may impose GPS-tracking as a condition of release following any period of incarceration if it has been shown that the person sentenced is either a Sexually Violent Criminal or a Child Sexual Criminal under this Act, and thus a danger to society. The Court may establish the length of such tracking based on the individual risk assessment of the person and his or her history of violating previous conditions of release. Such a period of GPS-tracking may be imposed for any period up to, and including, the person’s natural life in response to a violation of probation, parole, or conditional release.

Limitations of the Act

1. The location data gathered from a GPS tracking device is only admissible against the offender in a court of law if the data was not taken while the person was in a place or area where he or she has a reasonable expectation of privacy, such as within his or her home or curtilage. Location data is admissible against the offender if the data was taken while the offender was in a public place, Exclusion Zone, or other area where the offender does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy.

2. This Act may only be applied based on an individualized risk assessment, and not solely on the crime committed or any other generalized risk assessment that looks beyond the individual in question.

3. This Act may only be applied on those offenders who have committed their offense or violation of probation, parole, or community supervision on or after the effective date. Any retroactive application is prohibited.

VII. CONCLUSION

Not all sex-offender statutes are unconstitutional, but the majority of statutes currently in force require adjustments. Unlike registration requirements, which merely notify members of the public of a possible threat in their neighborhoods, the primary result of sex-offender tracking statutes is to perpetually gather evidence against a
sex offender for crimes that may happen. The punitive nature of life-
time electronic monitoring, while possibly serving the public interest,
is a serious infringement on an individual’s freedoms in a variety of
ways, and legislators should take measures to better balance an indi-
vidual offender’s rights with the interests of the public. This Com-
ment has offered one possibility for restoring the balance between
the rights of the offender and the security interest of society, but this
is not the only to reach such a balance. In the end, it is for the Su-
preme Court to determine the correct balance, but resolving this is-
 sue may take years or even decades. In the mean time, states should
use the ideas developed this Comment to bring current GPS-tracking
statutes more in line with Supreme Court precedent.